WINSTON CHURCHILL - ON THE LABOUR PARTY PROG. 1945 -

"I do not believe in the power of the State to plan and enforce. No matter how numerous are the committees they set up, or the innumerable hordes of officials they employ, or the severity of the punishments they inflict or threaten, they cannot approach the high level of internal production achieved under free enterprise. Personal initiative, competition, selection, the profit motive, corrected by failure and the infinite favours of good housekeeping and personal..."
sincere, these constitute the life of a free society.

It is this vital creative impulse that is deeply

fear the doctrine & policies of the present age.

have destroyed... nothing but they can fall to

order and such around engraving: will take its

They have broken the Warwick, and

until we get a man out, the watch will not go;

let the people free—get out of the way and

let them make the best of them selves. I am

sure that this policy of equalizing wealth and

organizing security; instead of allowing digging

self-interest and enigma to produce abundance,

has only to be prolonged to build the British

Island stone deck.
W. Churchill:

"To do what exists is the caprice of the idle politician. He requires an active, high grade of productivity upon the premises of success. No matter how numerous are the committees they set up, or the ever-growing hordes of officials they employ, or the severity of the punishments they inflict or threaten, they cannot approach the high level of internal success which under free and personal initiative, complete responsibility, the spirit united by failure and the infinite patience of good leadership, can guarantee success. The life of a free society..."
W.C. - Scarcity is the seed of failure, the cause of
agreement, the source of unity. It's inherent virtue is
the equal sharing of misery.

* Scarcity is the unique sharing of blessings while
the inherent virtue is love at the equal sharing of
misery.

* Some people regard pest. enterprise as a
predatory vigor to be shunt. Others look on it
as a cure they can milk. Not enough
people see it as a healthy horse pulling
a sturdy morgan.
The history of man is not measured by material
computations. When great forces are on the move in
the world, we learn we are finite, not infinite.
There is something going on in time & space &
beyond R. & S. whichwhether we like it or not
influences daily.

Still if you will not fight for the right when
you can win without bloodshed, if you will
not fight when your side will be sure & not too
certain, you must come to the moment when you'll
have to fight with all the odds against you &
only a precarious chance of survival. There may even be a worse case. You may have to fight when there is no chance of win, because it is better to perish than to live as slaves.

* 15.5.1938 address on the occasion of Munich. "All is over, silent, meaningless, absurd. Even those who are still alive, do not suppose that this is the end. This is only the beginning of the suffering. This is only the 1st bite. the 1st greed of a bitter cup which will be wrung out to us year by year, unless, by a supreme recovery of moral health, we can devise in our life again and make our stand for freedom as in the olden time."
"I particularly want to emphasize my conviction that violent tactics have no place in the functions of any organization of government, except as a last resort, when nothing less than an intent on their part to prevent or obstruct the operation of government, until their demands are satisfied, such action looking toward the paralysis of government, by those who have sworn to support it is inexcusable and intolerable."
CHUNKY - It's not enough that we do our best; some things we have to do what's required.

TFF - Life, without learning is always in fruitless and learning without liberty is always in vain.

FROST! Those who expect to reap the honesty of freedom must edulate to support it.

COMRADE! It is a general popular error to imagine the loudest complainant for the faults, to be the most anxious for its amends.

B.C. FORGE! The person who advances is not the one who is afraid to do too much; it is the one whose conscience will not permit him to do too little. The one whose draining desire is to give the best that is in him, even though it may seem at times like casting bread upon uncertain waters.
Tierra Quote - Alex Hamilton (Reversal Side)

T.J. - "If a man expects to be ignorant of fate in a state of contentment, it expects what never was and never will be."

T.J. - "Public Creators. Floundering. How could it be otherwise in a day to which the people and 150 lawyers were told to squander every brick, yield nothing to fate by the barn."

T. J. - "The policy of the amendment is to leave the citizens free, neither retarding nor aiding them in their pursuits."
"It was to be of little avail to the people that laws are made by men of their own choice if the laws be so framed that they cannot be read, or so inconvenient that they cannot be understood, if they be referred or revised before they are promulgated, or undergo such incessant changes that no men who engage what the law is today can guess what it will be tomorrow."
A few words of caution to be on of prudence. 

I consider the fortunes of our Republic as depending in an eminent degree, on the extinguishment of the public debt before we engage in any war; because, that done, we shall have revenue enough to support our country in peace, and defend it in war, without recurring either to new taxes or loans. But if the debt should once more be swelled to a formidable size, its entire discharge will be delayed or deferred, and we shall be committed to the repayment of debt, corruption, and bitterness, arising with revolution.
The discharge of the debt... as with the anniversaries of our guilt. (James Madison, Deared, Jefferson, The Pres. 1st Term 1801-1805, Little Brown & Co.)

* The gain of discretion of our faith rests, in the faith, judiciary, an improvised daily working into quirty, gaining a little today as a little tomorrow, and advancing its ministers step by step from the field of jurisdiction until all shall be wrapped from the state and the gout, of all be considered in God.

* 1773: The same prod. faiths that agitate the US. have existed through all time, whether the power of the people or of the state should prevail, were questions which kept the state of these 2 Rome in eternal confusion.
A. LINCOLN 1864 * JEFFERSON

By general law life & liberty must be

protected, yet often a law must be amended to save a life, but a life is never wrong to save a law. I felt that means, otherwise amounting might become lawful by becoming indispensable to the preservation of the law, through the preservation of the nation. Religion wrong if assumed that great & now aware.

T. J. 1810

Of strict adherence of the written law is another one of the biggest duties of a good citizen but it is not
The object. The law of necessity of self-preservation, of saving our country when in danger, and of achieving liberty — to live in country free from adverse realtime. The written law, would let me live the law strictly, with life, liberty, prosperity to all those who are conformly therein with us; thus already desiring the end to the means.
"Harmony in the married state is the only object to be aimed at. Happiness is the common good."

T. Jeff. to the 1st Book of Genesis. "To confer a man to furnish contributing energy for the propagation of offspring which he entertains as right & proper."

If we can prevent guilt from wasting the labors of the people under the guidance of taking care of them - They must become happy.

The boys of the rising generation are to be the men of the next. To the sole guardians of the principles our delving over to them."
* A character of good faith is of as much value to a nation as to an individual. The moral obligation met.
The law of faith, as well as individuals.

* The basis of our government, being the opinion of the people, the very last object should be to keep that right; & now it left to me to decide whether we should have government without means, & forces without gout, I should not hesitate a moment to prefer the latter.

* T.J. in Letter - John Jay urging a strong navy & prompt retaliation against any aggressor seizing or harrying us, saying: "Speedy retaliation was nec. because an insult unanswered is the parent of many others."
T. Jefferson.

PARTIAL QUOTE ON 5, NOV., WASH.

Nothing is more certainty written in the books of fate than that these people (Negroes) are to be free (part of quote omitted). "Men are it was certain that the 2 races, equally free, cannot live in the same quiet."

...
**T. Jefferson**

"I take a moral case to a phenomenon and a
gos. The former will decide it as well — &
often better, because she has not been led away
by any artificial rules.

"A man in the United States April 1743. J.J. C.

"I place rem. among the 1st or most important
virtues, and fear debt as the greatest of the
dangers to be feared. We must make our election
between rem. 2 liberty or profusion & spirtitude."

"I never considered a dif. of opinion in fact, in
religion, in faith, as cause for withdrawing from a friend.

* The last hope of human liberty in the world rests on us. Our life cannot be guarded but by the front of the pros.

* The belief of mankind are deceived through the eyes in the true correction of abuses of const. power.

* The force of public opinion cannot be resisted when permitted freely to be expressed. Whenever the people are well informed, they can be trusted with their own government.

* If we are forced into a war, we must give up differences of opinion and unite as one man to defend our country.

* If we let Wash. Tell us what to count where wash. Not (unread)
The Lord who gave us life gave us liberty—enabling us to live the life He has given us to live. Let us use it wisely. (J.C.)

*LETTER TO GRANDSON Warning against dangers with students: "Keep aloof from them as you would from an infected subject of yellow fever or pestilence. Consider yourself within with them as among the patients of Bethesda. Medical and care more than normal. Be a listener only, helping within yourself. The..."
habit of silence especially on girls. No good can
ever result from any attempt to set one of these
girly girls to rights either in fact or form.
They are determined on to the facts. They will
believe & the opinions on which they will act.
Get by them therefore as you would by an
angry bull; it is not a strain of sense to dispute
the road with such an animal.

"This is a sprung spot which shall sustain men from
infancy to manhood which shall leave them free to
wield their own pens and their strength. Improvement &
shall not take from the worth of labor the hand
it has earned."
GEO. WASHINGTON & JOHN STEWART MILLS.

G. W. TO Laurens (1791): "THE NUMEROUS POPULATION OF THE UNION CITIES ARE EVER TO BE DREADED. TASK AND SUSTAIN VIOLENCE. FOR ALL TIME ALP. AM. & ITS CONSEQUENCES ARE SOMETHING EXTENSIVE & TERRIBLE."

J. S. M.: "WAR IS AN UGLY THING, BUT NOT THE UGLIEST OF THINGS, THE DECAYED & DECLARING ST. OF HORAL & PATRIOTIC FEELING. WH. NOTHING IS WORTH A WAR IS WORSE. A MAN WHO HAS NOTHING WOR. HE CARES ABOUT MORE THAN HIS PERSON, IS A MISERABLE CREATURE & HAS NO CHANCE OF BEING FREE, UNLESS BARE & MILD AS THE EXHORTIONS OF BETTER MEN THAN HIMSELF." (Oval)
GEORGE WASHINGTON

"When our friends raised the standard, who were the strangers who first mustered around our staff? - and when it y明媚d in the light, who more bravely sustained it than a pin's thousand used?"

JOHN ADAMS --- DECK OF ARBELLA 1630 OFF MASS. COAST.

"We shall be a city upon a hill. The eyes of all people are upon us. So let it be. We may well stand firmly with our feet in this world, and have undertaken to cause him to withdraw his feet from us. We shall be made a story to be found throughout the world."
"Who does not give a reason of love. What is his right
nor cause how wrong we think he may be. It is his
legal right into our own use of interest his legal interest
of life? right?"

* The name - Martino di Exia. From her dream bade
first word wide welcome; she wishest command the
twin bridgekielers that twin cities fame. "Keep your
ancient lands, your great gift!" was she with silent
life. "Give me your truth, your peace, your bended
minds turning to bright life, the muted refuge of/
your family here. Send them, the bound, temper, but to me. I left my keys at the corner door."

Secondly. Delays for people what they can do ought to do for themselves as a dangerous experiment. Such acts show the power of the workers depends on their own initiative. Whatever is done under the guise of philanthropy for social morality which in any way lessen initiative is the greatest crime that can be committed against the workers, lest society commemorate a professional moral expert in their good neglect upon the facts they really intimate under the fiction of sec. WP.
The idea of it that are being spent on
the workers, by all levels of parts, to
mainly to support a growing crime of the
aides, youth workers, clerks, suspension, key
prisoners & people's lawyers. The lawyers
is sustained by the plight of the poor,
the threat of the poor, the misery of the
poor, but it yields little in the way of
loaves & guides to the poor. When the aid
programs demonstrably fail they are re-instituted
& re-funded: the height of hard coronavirus.
In "Pedi Dent." The Prof. explains the sand box as a place where adults park their children in order to converse, play or work with a minimum of interference.

He points out that the Central city is a vast sand box for the urban poor. (another side)

Gen. observation: Not only have we accepted the great humanitarian premise that life is a right. We have looked at the nature of being. Certain types of jobs are more dangerous than life. We must divorce ourselves of the idea that any job is somehow disgraceful or dishonorable.
Dimitri Manilovitch - "Leningrad for Pol. Workers."

"War to the bitter end between Socialism and Capitalism is inevitable. But today we are too weak to strike. Our day will come in 20 to 40 years. First we must built the Socialist Republic. Sleep with the greatest oxen. Whatever is done, we shall beat them with our clenched fists." - (Quoted: other side?)

(Gomyo)
ANDREI GRISHKO (THE FOREIGN POLICY OF THE SOVIET U. MOSCOW 1976)

The Communist Party subordinates all its intellectual and practical activity in the sphere of international relations to the goal of strengthening the positions of socialism in the interest of further developing and deepening the world revolutionary process."
F.D.R. (Quotes)

As Gov. of NY 1930: "Warning of the evils of big

profit & the creation of a New Right throughjudicial

action. The Court. limited the power of the Fed. govt.

in "conduct of public activities of banks, businesses, of art.

of ed., of sec. welfare" - "Work must be discouraged

from interfering." [Fed. Bldg. was 48 Ft]

As. Pres. - 1932: "We advocate an immediate

and drastic reduction in government expenditure by

abolishing useless commissions & offices; consolidating

departments & eliminating extravagance to

accomplish a saving of not less than 25% in the cost of Fed.

expenditure."
In 3 yrs., as Pres., he built up an awesome view in agencies designed to control fruit growers, distribution, prices, wages, employment & agri. When the Supreme Court ruled against some of his projects he threatened to pack the court. Suddenly Justice Owen Roberts did an about face after the 5-4 ruling against FDR became 5-4 in favor, FDR said, "In 36 months we have built up new instruments of power, power in the hands of the people and not the few. This power is wholesome power. But in the hands of the few, for the benefit of the few, such power would produce a shadow for the liberties of the people?"